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The 'masses' in Weber's 
political sociology 

Peter Baehr 

Abstract 

Every theory of political leadership supposes some notion of the behaviour and 
capacities of the led. Max Weber's theory of leader-democracy rested on a 
particular notion of the 'masses'. Weber depicted these masses as irrational and 
emotional, and thus incapable of active, extensive participation in political life. The 
article challenges the empirical and logical bases of Weber's view. 

Introduction 

Much has been written on Weber's theory of political leadership, be it in 
respect of charisma or plebiscitary 'leader-democracy'. We are less familiar, 
on the other hand, with Weber's depiction of those over whom leadership is 
exercised in modern, liberal-democratic states: the 'masses'. This article 
describes in detail how Weber perceived the masses, and shows the notion of 
irrationality to be integral to that perception. Weber's view of the irrational 
masses, it will be argued, was a major conceptual condition of his rejection of 
participatory democracy. The paper then offers a critique of Weber's ideas 
regarding the irrational masses. First, historical and social-psychological 
studies of collective behaviour are employed to reveal that 'mass' conduct is 
far more complex and purposive then Weber recognized. Second, it is 
maintained that Weber makes a logical error in identifying the irrational with 
the emotional. Hence his rejection of the possibility of extensive democratiz- 
ation on the grounds of irrational mass conduct is called fundamentally into 
question. 

1. The 'irrationality' of the masses 

Weber's commitment to democracy' was always heavily qualified by the view 
that government directed by the bulk of the people was an impossibility in 
densely populated, technologically complex and socially heterogeneous 
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The 'masses' in Weber 's political sociology 243 

nation-states. In part, this conviction derived from his study of modern 
political parties which seemed amply to corroborate the 'law of the small 
number' - Weber's equivalent to Michels's iron law of oligarchy. But there 
was another part to Weber's thinking which needs to be grasped if we are to 
comprehend his wider dismissal of the prospect of extensive popular 
involvement in political life. This concerns his understanding of the social 
psychology of the 'masses'. 

'Mass' and 'masses' are used by Weber in subtly different, though often 
complementary and overlapping, senses. These senses are not easy to 
disentangle largely because any particular usage can compound a number of 
them. However, of particular relevance to the present analysis are the 
following. 

First there is the idea of mass as a purely numerical, anonymous aggregate 
which in its very amorphousness cuts across all other social divisions (of class, 
status, occupation, etc.) which, as mass, it effectively obliterates. This is the 
mass 'as such', 'irrespective of the social strata which it comprises in any given 
case' (Weber 1978: 1459 = 1958: 392).' In this sense, every person, whatever 
their level of intelligence, their disposition or their social background is 
potentially or in fact a member of a mass. 'Mass' refers to some indeterminate 
and atomistic number ofpeople and may be devoid of any notion of assembly - 
as revealed by such expressions as the 'mass' of the electorate or 'mass 
administration' (Weber 1978: 285,951 = 1964: 212,700). 

Second, a 'mass' may refer to what Georges Lefebwe (1965: 175) once 
called a 'pure crowd' i.e. 

an involuntary and ephemeral aggregate of individuals like those who 
collect around a railroad station when a train is due, or in a street or public 
square at the moment when schools, offices and factories pour out their 
population which mingles with shoppers and passers-by. 

Or a mass might suggest what Le Bon (1960: 23-4) dubbed a 'psychological 
crowd', by which he meant an agglomeration of people whose combination 
results in certain emergent properties the consequence of which is to 
engender a sort of collective personality. Broadly speaking, a crowd is a 
distinct sort of mass in that it involves some spatial location, some social 
intercourse and some numerical density: crowds 'gather' in shopping arcades, 
in theatres, on football terraces for instance; they involve congregation. And in 
crowds, the orthodox patterns of societal super- and subordination do not 
obtain, largely because our contact with fellow crowd members is brief and 
unarticulated. A crowd, therefore, is a special kind of mass though like the 
mass 'as such' it may contain the most diverse and heterogeneous social strata. 
The study of how our membership in a crowd affects our conduct is the 
subject matter of 'crowd psychology' which may or may not be approached in 
the Le Bonnian mode (Weber 1978: 23 = 1964: 16). 

Third, 'mass' may shade into the notions of 'the masses' or 'the mob' and 
implicated in both these ideas is a kedgeree of innuendo and allusion. One 
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theme is simply subordinate groups or classes. Another theme is specific 
groupings within subordinate classes who have resisted political integration or I 

whose behaviour exposes a breakdown in the structure ofpolitical integration: 
that is to say, groupings who remain politically unorganized, undisciplined and 
unorchestrated by professional, 'responsible', socialist politicians or trade 
union leaders. The words or ideas here in question are invariably inflected with 
the tonality of disapprobation, contempt or alarm (and often all three 
simultaneously), particularly, ofcourse, in the evocation of'a mob' - Guenther 
Roth's translation of 'Strassenherrschaft' (Weber 1978: 1460 = 1958: 392) -a 
term which, as Raymond Williams (1976: 159) points out, has since the 
nineteenth century come to denote the spectre of an 'unruly crowd'. Further, 
the mass in the sense of mob refers to that section of the socially disadvantaged 
and unpropertied (Weber 1978: 1460-1 = 1958: 393) whose insurgent, 
spontaneous street behaviour, particularly characteristic of Latin societies, is 1 

dangerously amenable to the demagogue of syndicalist predilection (Weber 
1978: 1460 = 1958: 392; cf. Weber 1970: 394 = 1958: 274, and, for Le Bon's 
view of Latin crowds, 1960: 39, 54). (A prime sense of mass is of 'a body of 
material that can be moulded or cast' (Williams 1976: 159) -as in the kneading 
of dough - and it is probably this root meaning, with its easy analogy of a 
demagogue moulding a group of people in conformity with his agitational 
designs, that provides the conceptual bridge between mass on the one hand, and 
crowd, masses and mob on the ~ t h e r . ) ~  

For the rest of this article I shall not normally distinguish carefully between 
these different meanings for the simple reason that in Weber's treatment 
mass-crowd-mob often merge imperceptibly. Furthermore, common to all the 
meanings is a thought which binds them together in a broadly coherent I 

framework and which is the key to understanding why, for Weber, 'democratic' 
politics is synonymous with oligarchy. According to Weber the mass is 
handicapped by an inherent and crippling disability: it is 'irrational'." 

Encompassed by this term are a host ofideas which together jointly define it, 
but since irrationality is such a notoriously troublesome word it is perhaps 
helpful to begin by statingwhat Weber is not suggesting. He is not claiming that 
the mass is especially (i.e. as mass) prone to entertaining contradictory desires 
(Elster 1978: 72)' or contradictory beliefs and projects (Elster 1979: 172-9).6 
Nor would Weber wish to make the much stronger claim that the objects ofhis 
discourse are 'mad', if by this word one is applying the criteria postulated, in a 
very different context, by Ronald Aronson (1985: 13-19): they do not, in other 
words, especially display a systematic derangement ofperception, intention and 
affect. Instead, his sometime agnosticism notwithstanding,' Weber wishes to 
impute the following necessary characteristics to mass conduct: 

A. Myopia and homogenization 

The 'mass' as such (irrespective of the social strata which it comprises in any 
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The 'masses' in Weber 's political sociology 245 

given case) thinks only in short-run terms. For it is, as every experience 
teaches, always exposed to direct, purely emotional and irrational influ- 
ence. . . . A cool and clear mind - and successful politics, especially 
democratic politics depends, after all, on that - prevails in responsible 
decision-making the more, 1) the smaller the number of decision-makers 
is, and 2) the clearer the responsibilities are to each of them and to those 
whom they lead. (Weber1978: 1459-60 = 1958: 392)' 

This statement also implies another aspect of mass irrationality, namely: 

B. Spontaneity andfitfulness 

Together A. and B. form the antithesis of Weber's idea of rationality as 
denoting such traits as purposiveness, calculation and the capacities for 
abstract and universalising thought (Eisen 1978: 57-61). 

C. Disorganization 

'Completely irrational . . . is the unorganized "mass" - the democracy of the 
streets' (Weber 1978: 1460 = 1958: 392; Cf. 1970: 395 = 1958: 275). This 
component idea, closely related to that of amorphousness, contrasts with that 
sense of rationality as equivalent to systematic thought and action (Eisen, 
1978: 60). 

D. Passivity 

'It is not the politically passive "mass" that produces the leader from its midst, 
but the political leader (who) recruits his following and wins the mass through 
"demagogyn' (Weber 1978: 1457 = 1958: 389; cf. 1970: 99 = 1958: 517). 
This is at the antipode of that view of rational conduct which emphasizes its 
control function (Eisen, 1978: 59). More than this, passivity is of course the 
opposite of one of Weber's most important sociological categories, namely, 
social action. Let us pause briefly to explore this point. 

Weber argues in Chapter 1 of Economy and S o c i e ~  that 'Social action is not 
identical either with the similar actions of many persons or with every action 
influenced by other persons' (Weber 1978: 23 = 1964: 16). Thus, people 
putting up their umbrellas as it begins to rain is not social action - i.e. conduct 
meaningfully and intentionally orientated to other people - but is just a form of 
collective response to the elements. Now Weber views crowd behaviour 
analogously. As he remarks 

It is well known that the actions of the individual are strongly influenced by 
the mere fact that he is a member of a crowd confined within a limited 
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246 Peter Baehr 

space. Thus, the subject matter of studies of 'crowd psychology', such as 
those of Le Bon, will be called 'action conditioned by crowds'. (Weber 
1978: 23 = 1964: 16) 

T o  be a member of a crowd, and to behave as a member, need not involve 'any 
meaningful relation' between those with whom one associates or whom one 
emulates, rather the effect on the individual of a crowd is better construed as 
one of quasi-natural influence. The same applies with regard to imitation. 
Here the individual's conduct is 'causally determined by the conduct of others, 
but not meaningfully' (Weber 1978: 24 = 1964: 17, emphasis in original). 

The conclusions to be drawn from this description are actually quite 
startling. The behaviour of individuals in a crowd, and imitation too, is not t 

social action, because instead of being a purposive relationship it is a 
behaviour that is causally determined, a form of reaction. Its only relevance for 
social action is as an occasional condition of the latter; its only significance for 
sociology as a science of meaning is as a potential condition to be taken into 
account when interpreting genuine social action and measuring its degree of 
conformity to, or deviation from, the norms of instrumental and value 
rationality. But the crowd as such, collective behaviour as a phenomenon in its 
own right, appears to fall outside sociology's concepts and therefore outside of 
its province as a discipline. 

In Weber's sociology, then, the masses, at least in their manifestation as 
crowds, do not exist as an object for comprehension. Moreover, if the masses 
are not an object of sociology, in a sense nor are they the object of political I 
science either since Weber actually defines politics as 'any kind of auton- 
omous leadership' (Leitung) (Weber 1970: 77 = 1958: 493, transl. amended, 
emphasis in German original). Even granted the dual meaning of 'Politik' to 
embrace both politics and policy this is extraordinary because it must mean 
that the behaviour of crowds -which as we have seen are typified as destitute 
of meaning and purpose, presumably crucial components of autonomous 
leadership - is lacking a political content. The people of Brixton would be 
surprised to be informed ofthis, as would those who have recently faced police 
bullets or tear-gas in Soweto, Rangoon and Beijing. 

At one point Weber seems to draw back from the brink of expelling crowds 
from his sociology. The 'behaviour of crowds and imitation', he writes, 'stand 
on the indefinite borderline of social action' (Weber 1978: 24 = 1964: 17) and I 

one can suppose that the border may not always be too distant from proper11 
sociological concerns. Moreover, Weber adds: 

Sociology, it goes without saying, is by no means confined to the study of 
social action; this is only, at least for the kind of sociology being developed 
here, its central subject matter, that which may be said to be decisive for its 
status as a science. (Weber 1978: 24 = 1964: 17) 

But this provides little comfort. We are not told what could constitute a valid 
object of sociological inquiry and yet lie outside the sphere of social action, 
while Weber's statement regarding sociology's status as a science leaves us 
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The 'masses' in Weber 's political sociology 247 

with the meagre consolation that should we as sociologists seek to dispense 
with the concept of social action, we should also have to relinquish our 
pretensions to being social scientists. 

I will be showing presently how crowd behaviour does, in any case, actually 
conform to Weber's own concept of'social action' in a number of respects, but 
for the moment let us return to the attempt to elicit from the Weberian corpus 
what exactly is irrational about mass conduct. The fifth component appears to 
be its: 

E. Explosive emotionalism 

This claim stands in some tension with the previous point about mass passivity 
(even if it conveys the old prejudice of mass fickleness and wild oscillation of 
mood and countenance). The memorable reference here is to 'the blind 
(planlose) fury of the masses' whose post-war syndicalist mood Weber feared 
might 'activate the equally emotional and senseless cowardice of the 
bourgeoisie, just as the beneficiaries of uncontrolled bureaucracy hope' 
(Weber 1978: 1461 = 1958: 393).' 

This quotation may encourage the reader to conclude that the emotional- 
ism Weber is here referring to is a momentary one, era-specific even, and that 
to accord it a category of its own is a distortion. Moreover, the bourgeoisie are 
also deemed 'emotional' and so is "'self-governing" monarchy' (Weber 
1978: 1460 = 1958: 392). However 'emotionalism' is not in Weber's 
perception an evanescent and contingent feature of the mass as un/ 
disorganised collectivity or crowd or subordinate group, but rather seems to 
be a defining, inherent feature whose result is 'irrational' behaviour." For 
instance the emotions of the masses are a recurring theme of Weber's 
explanation for the rise of characteristic figures in history (inter alia, Weber 
1978: 1115, 1117, 1121, 1132 = 1964: 835,838, 841,850-1). And not just 
the rise. Even where charismatic domination 'congeals into a permanent 
structure', that is, becomes depersonalized, it can still, we are told, erupt 'in 
short-lived mass emotions with unpredictable effect, during elections and 
similar occasions' (Weber 1978: 1146 = 1964: 864). The mass 'as every 
experience teaches (is) always exposed to direct, purely emotional and 
irrational influence', a phenomenon which, like 'irrational crowd instincts' is 
again, naturally, the antithesis of rationality as Weber conceived it (Weber 
1978: 1459-60 = 1958: 392; 1970: 394 = 1958: 274). 

Let us also note that corresponding to the masses' irrationality, and feeding 
on it, is the irrationality of charisma itself; this is the other side of the equation. 
If the charismatic leader rides to power on the back of people experiencing 
such emotions as enthusiasm, excitement or distress and exhibiting a devotion 
to the leader of'a highly emotional type' (Weber 1978: 269 = 1964: 199-200) 
- particularly evident among those who compose the leader's close following 
(disciples, bodyguard, personal staff), the so-called charismatic community" 
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248 PeterBaehr 

-charisma in turn is marked by an 'irrational' property: for it is a form of rule 
'not managed according to general norms, either traditional or rational, but, in 
principle, according to concrete revelations and inspirations' (Weber 
1970: 296 = 1920: 269). Or, as Weber puts it succinctly elsewhere, 
'charismatic authority is specifically irrational in the sense of being foreign to 
all rules' (Weber 1978: 244 = 1964: 180-1). 

Thus, unlike traditional or rational-legal modes of domination whose 
principles or rule and legitimacy rest on certain durable, palpable and 
consistent features of social life (custom and law respectively) both charisma 
and its mass base are inherently unstable, the first in the sense of being 
non-rule bound, the second in the sense of being emotional. The mortar that 
cements their relationship amounts essentially to the devotion charisma is able 
to inspire, a devotion contingent on its ability to provide spectacular proofs of 
divinity and heroism; yet, as Weber tells us, such a power has a tendency to be 
exceedingly short-lived. 

2. Research on collective behaviour since Weber's day 

While many of Weber's sociological pronouncements have a distinctly ex 
cathedra ring to them, at least in principle he realized their conjectural status. 
As he remarked (1970: 138 = 195 1: 576), 'Every scientific "fulfillment" raises 
new "questions"; it asks to be "surpassed" and outdated. Whoever wishes to 
serve science has to resign himself to this fact'. In the light of this statement it 
seems fair to ask, then, whether Weber's own ideas have become outdated. 
Specifically, have Weber's assumptions (strongly conditioned by Le Bon) 
concerning the character of mass conduct stood the test of time? (It is probably 
best to call his postulates on this subject 'assumptions' because their relatively 
loose and fragmentary form do not add up to a system of rigorously related 
propositions that one expects from a theory proper.) 

Research conducted since the 1950s by social historians and social 
psychologists of collective behaviour generally converges in the broad 
conclusion that such behaviour is not intrinsically or normally irrational (in any 
of Weber's senses A. to E.). It is therefore astonishing to find some of the 
greatest contributors to the study of this area respectfully citing Weber's name 
as if he could be counted among the vanguard of that more sympathetic and 
sophisticated perspective on the crowd which today - thanks to the real 
pioneers' efforts - challenges the crusty prejudices of old. Thus George Rude 
(1981: 9) remarks that sociologists 'having learned from M a n  and Weber, 
have, on the whole, a better record' in their understanding of the crowd than 
thinkers influenced by the traditions of Michelet on the one hand, and Burke 
and Taine on the other, traditions which for all their differences share a basic 
stereotypical perception of 'the crowd as a disembodied abstraction and not as 
an aggregate of men and women of flesh and blood'. However, there can be 
few views of the crowd more stereotyped than Max Weber's while, in fact, his 
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The 'masses' in Weber's political sociology 249 

overall depiction of that assemblage is in any case not so very far removed from 
those of Burke and Taine, as RudC presents those views in 1981: 8. (Perhaps 
the reason for this error in Rudt's case results from an extrapolation in which 
Weber's remarks on social action - emphasizing the centrality of purpose and 
motive - are thought applicable to his substantive sociology or even his 
political writings. But, as I have already shown, the masses have no real 
sociological or political status as social actors in the Weberian scheme of 
things.) And Charles Tilly (1978: 37-9; 1979: 112) is another example of a 
major theorist of mass conduct who pays his compliments to Weber without 
seeming to appreciate how foreign Weber's approach actually was to the whole 
idea of 'collective action'. l 2  

But it is not just the advances in our knowledge produced by history 'from 
below' which cast the darkest doubt on the accuracy of Weber's depiction of 
mass conduct. There is a logical problem at the very heart of his thinking as 
well. T o  Weber, mass conduct is irrational primarily because it is emotional. The 
symmetry of affect and unreason is never questioned by Weber: emotions are 
the cause of irrational conduct; a 'fit of rage' is irrational conduct; revenge is 
'affectually determined and thus in a certain sense irrational' (1978: 9 = 
1964: 7). The sociologist who subscribes to Weber's approach will find it 
expedient to 'treat all irrational, affectually determined elements of behaviour 
as factors of deviation from a conceptually pure type of rational action', though 
naturally this 'does not involve a belief in the actual predominance of rational 
elements in human life'; the expedient is only 'a methodological device' 
(1978: 6-7 = 1964: 5). All these comments display a perception or ir- 
rationality as the consequence of emotional states. But do they imply 
something stronger, that emotional behaviour amounts to conduct which is 
essentially irrational? I am aware of no statement by Weber which suggests 
otherwise - which suggests that emotionality might itself, in determinate 
respects and in determinate conditions, contain a rational dimension. On the 
other hand, many statements exist which support the impression that for 
Weber the emotions are necessarily irrational in the responses they produce.13 
I am going to argue in what follows that the equation of emotionality and 
irrationality is logically false. And if it is false in its own right, then it will simply 
not do either as part of a description of collective behaviour. 

Taken together, the historical and logical criticisms to be levelled against 
Weber's thinking about mass behaviour form the major part of my objection to 
the concepts of leader-democracy, Caesarism, plebiscitary-democracy, ple- 
biscitary-leader democracy, etc., as Weber employed them. The common 
denominator of those concepts is precisely a view of the mass as inevitably 
incapable of extensive participation in politics because of the irrationality that 
massing per se entails. Unable to engage in political life as social actors, as an 
involved and reflective public equipped with the wit and the means to take a 
significant role in shaping and deciding their own destinies, the masses 
alienate their will to the Caesarist leader (a military hero, a party politician) 
who rules in their place. It follows from this perspective that political 
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democracy, taken literally, is a futile value pursued by those absurdly ignorant 
of their sociological ABC. Yet what if Weber is wrong about the masses? What 
if they differ in important respects from the characteristics he imputes to 
them? What if his arguments are empirically without foundation? Surely then 
the conceptual superstructure erected upon the presumption and premise of 
mass irrationality - namely, the idea of leader-democracy itself - must begin 1 
to look decidedly rickety, and the existence of leadership dominated politics 
must also appear far from ineluctable. 

One last observation though before I move directly to critique. The bulk of 
the empirical materials upon which I draw are derived mainly from studies of 
crowd behaviour. Perfunctorily, a crowd may be defined as 'a "face-to-face" 
or "direct contact" group and not any type ofcollective phenomenon, such as a 
nation, a clan, caste, political party, village community, social class, the general 
"public", or any other "collectivity too large to aggregate"' (Rude 1981: 3). A 
crowd is hence a word 'referring to highly diverse conditions of human 
assemblage: audience, mob, rally, and panic all fall within the definition of 
crowds'. Common to those diverse conditions is the existence of 'human 
beings in sufficiently close proximity' such that their 'aggregation comes to 1 

influence behaviour' (Milgram and Toch 1969: 509). Now my focus on crowd 
research as the basis upon which to criticise Max Weber might be open to at 
least two sorts of objection. 

First it might be maintained that Weber himself said very little about crowds 
specifically and there is some superficial truth in this: the most literal German 
rendition of the English 'crowd' (Menschenmenge) is in fact absent in the 
contexts that concern me. However this is not important. For one thing, 
Weber's references to 'the rule of the street' or 'the democracy of the street' 
certainly do conjure up parallels with what in this country we call perjoratively 
'mob rule', a mob being, as we tend to think, a name for a particularly vicious 
sort of crowd (Weber 1978: 1460; 1970: 394-5 = 1958: 392, 274). For 
another, the word 'Masse' in German already linguistically embraces the ' 
English 'crowd' or the French 'foule'. This explains why English translators of 
Weber's work have felt free to move between 'mass' and 'crowd' where the 
context seemed to suggest it (for instance Gerth and Mills de-code 
'Masseninstinkte' alternatively as 'mass' and 'crowd' instincts - Weber 
1970: 394 = 1958: 274) and also makes comprehensible why the first (1908) 
German translation of Le Bon's classic could aptly be entitled Psychologie der 
Massen. l4 (Weber actually calls Le Bon's crowd psychology 'Massenpsycholo- 
gie' in Chapter 1 of Economy and Society - 1978: 23 = 1964: 16). In any case, 
there is nothing particularly eccentric about Weber's failure to distinguish 
rigorously between the two ideas or words since their broad identification was 
a commonplace from about the middle of the nineteenth century onwards. 
John Stuart Mill (1961: 314) furnishes one such example when he stated ' 

famously that 'At present individuals are lost in the crowd . . . . The only 
power deserving the name is that of masses, and of governments while they 
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The 'masses' in Weber's political sociology 25 1 

make themselves the organ of the tendencies and instincts of the masses' (cf. 
Briggs 1979). Le Bon himself casually employed 'mass' and 'crowd' 
interchangeably (Le Bon 1960: 15, 17-19, 20-1, 78, 89); Freud (1955) 
found 'Masse' more than adequate to convey both ideas. With Luklcs 
(1983: 33-6) we are back to the practice of Le Bon. And though in more 
modem times crowd behaviour is recognized as a narrower concept than that 
of 'mass phenomena', it is still thought of as the latter's most tangible and 
arguably important manifestation (Milgram and Toch 1969; Brown 1954: 
840 ff.), 

A second objection to my procedure that it is possible to anticipate might 
run as follows. Even granted all of the above, surely the pertinent mass that 
Weber actually speaks of in his discussion of the political leader's mass base is 
the mass electorate, not a crowd? In response to this it is worth pointing out to 
begin with that the 'mass electorate' (like the mass 'as such') is an empirical 
phantom, a generalisation of such abstraction that it effectively eliminates 
considerations of types of behaviour conditioned by class, confession, region, 
occupation, gender and ethnicity which modern Weberians rightly regard as 
determinants important in their own right; indeed the idea of the mass 
electorate is precisely one of those invidious collective concepts that Weber so 
stridently demands we avoid as serious sociologists. The concept of 'mass' is 
similarly ethereal. \ f i a t  we therefore require is some sort of manifestation of 
so-called mass conduct which can be empirically studied, and one which 
affords the investigator a particular mass configuration against which to test 
Weber's notion of universal mass irrationality, and crowds meet this 
requirement admirably. (One could also study voting behaviour - tactical 
voting hardly supports Weber's case - or social movements: resource 
mobilization, structural and action models of social movement research, are 
all markedly at variance with the Weberian perspective: on this see especially 
Touraine 1981; and Melucci 1989.) Furthermore, in analysing crowd 
behaviour we should actually be confronting Weber's theses on the irrational- 
emotional masses on their strongest ground. After all, if the mass as electorate 
is irrational-emotional in its existence as relatively dispersed, atomized, 
nebulous, social aggregate, then how much more irrational-emotional one 
would expect the mass to be as crowd, caught up in the enthusiasm of activity, 
assembled for and supposedly receptive to demagogic manipulation, appar- 
ently ready for any irresponsibility that as individuals its members might 
deplore. In particular, the riotous crowd should come closest to an 
approxi~nation of Weber's irrational mass, especially the pre-modern (and, 
even more non-western) riotous crowd which, one might suppose, are at a 
greater distance from rational-legal domination and rationalization generally 
than their modern (occidental) counterparts. Conversely if Weber is wrong 
about the crowd it is likely that he is mistaken elsewhere, i.e. in his abstract 
presumptions about the mass electorate who are for Weber the inescapable 
subjects of plebiscitary leader-democracy. 
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252 Peter Baehr 

3. 'Blind fury' of the masses? Notes towards an empirical critique 

Contrary to Max Weber, 'every experience' does not teach that the ' "massn as 
such . . . thinks only in short-run terms' being 'always exposed to direct, 
purely emotional and irrational influence' (see A. above). It shows that (what is 
called) the mass in both modem and pre-industrial eras actually evinces a 
remarkable degree of situational rationality. L 

Consider first in this regard Tilly's (1979) classification of European 
'collective violence' (a species of mass phenomena) into 'backward-looking' 
and 'forward-looking' sub-types. The former, typical of pre-industrial 
European society, or society undergoing the turbulent transition to industrial- 
ism, involves 'communal groups or loosely organised members of the general 
population (acting) against representatives of those who hold power, and 
tend(s) to include a critique of the way power is being wielded'. The 
disturbances that flow from this critique may be various, including 'forcible 
occupation of fields and forests by the landless, the revolt against the tax 
collector, the anticonscription rebellion, the food riot, and the attack on 
machines'. But their common thread is a reaction to and a rejection of some 
change or other which is regarded as depriving those involved in the , 
disturbance 'of rights they had once enjoyed' (Tilly 1979: 91). By contrast 
'forward-looking' collective violence is quintessentially modern. Here one is 
dealing with such phenomena as the violent demonstration and strike (some 
forms of guerilla activity might also fall under this rubric) in which the 
participants, customarily joined together in often quite complex associations 
'with relatively well-defined objectives', regard themselves as struggling 'for 
rights due to them, but not yet enjoyed' (Tilly 1979: 97). 

Now the very existence of associations with the capacity for, on the one 
hand, memory, and on the other, anticipation, and on both counts purposive, 
goal-oriented conduct is a very long way from the Weberian view of myopic 
irrationality which looks by comparison markedly ill-informed and outdated. 
Indeed Tilly, summarizing the dominant emphasis of collectivity research, , 
remarks that 'Students of conflict, a contentious lot themselves, have moved 
from wrangling over whether collective violence is a normal, rational 
phenomenon to discussing how rational it is, and what sort of rationality it 
involves' (1979: 112, emphasis in original). Weber himself never made this 
move. 

Foremost among those scholars who proved less reluctant to do so were 
social and economic historians of the ilk of Georges Lefebvre, George RudC, 
Eric Hobsbawrn, Albert Soboul, Christopher Hill, Richard Cobb and Edward 
Thompson, and their picture of the crowd profoundly challenges the 
Weberian perspective on it, even if Weber himself rarely recieves a mention in 
their work. 

Take for instance Thompson's seminal investigations into the English 
crowd of the eighteenth century. Insisting that 'it is only the short-sighted 
historian who finds the eruptions of the crowd to be "blind"' (1974: 398), 
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The 'masses' in Weber's political sociology 253 

Thompson recoils from that mechanistic, reductionist tradition of interpre- 
tation through whose lenses crowd behaviour becomes little more than the 
spasmodic and spontaneous (see Weber B. above) reaction to economic and 
political stimuli. Instead Thompson shows how the English crowd possessed 
its own distinct 'moral economy', that is, ' a constant traditional view of social 
norms and obligations, of the proper economic functions of several parties 
within the community' (1971: 79)" through which the hardship of the poor 
was refracted and comprehended: it was an 'outrage to these moral 
assumptions, quite as much as actual deprivation' that occasioned the direct 
action ofits number (1971: 79). Hence the English food riots that punctuated 
the eighteenth century are rendered explicable not through the emptiness of a 
person's belly causally and automatically propelling him or her to furious 
activity, but as a result of social dynamics intrinsic to that particular society at a 
particular stage of its existence. Central to those dynamics was a pattern of 
expectations predicated on a 'paternalist model of the marketing and 
manufacturing process - the traditional platonic ideal appealed to in Statute, 
pamphlet, or protest movement - against which the awkward realities of 
commerce and consumption were in friction' (Thompson 197 1 : 83). 

The model in question 'existed in an eroded body of statute law, as well as 
common law and custom', and according to its prescriptions 'marketing 
should be, so far as possible, direct, from the farmer to the consumer' (Thomp- 
son 1971: 83, emphasis in original). As the century wore on, the model inevi- 
tably came into increasing collision with free market ideas and practices, but it 
retained considerable resonance for the poor just the same, providing a 
benchmark against which commercial abuses might be measured and offering 
a source of legitimation for action directed towards those responsible for the 
commission of such abuses. Practices that infracted the model - especially 
heinous were felt to be the adulteration of bread, export of corn abroad or to 
other domestic localities in times of dearth, the compulsion to buy in bulk, the 
dubious use of weights and measures - and occupations seen to benefit from 
such infraction (among which the miller and the middleman were regarded as 
prime culprits) became the targets of righteous anger. And when the crowd's 
anger broke with the paternalist model by taking direct action and transmuting 
into riot, it was not normally of the explosive emotional kind that the Weberian 
portrait of collective behaviour (see E. above) might lead one to imagine. 

First, the riot had an objective: to 'set the price' of bread - the English 
equivalent of the 'taxation populaire' (RudC 1969: 24) -in conformity with the 
so-called Book of Orders, a codification of emergency measures that had been 
instigated between the years 1580-1630 to relieve chronic scarcity, and which 
'empowered magistrates (with the aid of local juries) to survey the corn stocks 
in barns and granaries; to order quantities to be sent to market; and to enforce 
with severity every part of the marketing, licensing and forestalling legislation' 
(Thompson 1971: 108-9). Second, the crowd exploited in a calculating, if 
defensive, manner the paternalist-traditionalist system which in so many other 
respects exploited it: the gentry magistrates who embodied the paternalist 
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254 Peter Baehr 

model were constrained to recognize the legitimacy of claims which interlaced 
with their own culture or which derived directly from it. 'Third, the crowd's 
action was not usually wild, indiscriminate or unselective but in fact 
remarkably disciplined, restrained and 'honest' - of the latter Thompson tells 
of 'the many occasions when carts were stopped on the roads, their contents I 

sold, and the money entrusted to the carter' (1971: 113).17 And fourth, 
conduct was deliberately adapted to and designed for the situation in which 
people found themselves. For to be 

one of a crowd, or a mob, was another way of being anonymous, whereas to 
be a member of a continuing organisation was bound to expose one to 
detection and victimisation. The eighteenth century crowd well understood 
its capacities for action, and its own art of the possible. Its successes must be 
immediate, or not at all. It must destroy these machines, intimidate these 
employers or dealers, damage that mill, enforce from their masters a 
subsidy of bread, untile that house, before the troops came on the scene. 
(Thompson 1974: 401) I 

Thompson's analysis, with its focus on the crowd 'sui generis . . . operating 
within the complex and delicate polarity of forces of its own context' 
(1974: 398),18 is exceptional in the power of its writing, the sensitivity that 
animates it, and the unforgettable picture of eighteenth century English 
culture and society that its canvas depicts. But its primary subject matter, 
(crowd) motive, purpose and calculation - the very stuff, supposedly, of 
Weberian social action theory - finds copious corroboration elsewhere. 

The reciprocity of ruler and crowd/mass, for instance, entailing calculation 
and modulation on both sides, has received a fascinating treatment in a study 
of the Roman theatre and games, the butt ofJuvenal's 'bread and circuses' jibe 
and of all subsequent taunts and dismissals of the deranged, decadent crowd. 
Its author Alan Cameron demonstrates how in a post-republican political I 

system bereft of popular assemblies and elections, the theatre and games 
offered the vital space in which popular demands, complaints and irrever- 
ences might be voiced and transmitted. A play might witness actors deploying, 
and audience responding to, subversive double entendres, as in the case when 
the reference 'to "an old goat licking the does" was twisted into an allusion to 
Tiberius' supposed debaucheries on Capri' (Cameron 1973: 4). Another 
stratagem, more important, was the presentation of petitions 'to the emperor 
at the circus and theatre -petitions to which he was morally obliged at least to 
reply' (Cameron 1973: 5). The institution of the petition was embedded in a 
complex structure of ritual and expectation and 'it was a rash ruler who 
ignored or (worse) slighted such manifestations of public opinion' (Cameron 
1973). If petitions were refused explanations were expected to be forth- 

I 

coming, a 'tablet from the emperor's own hand' (Cameron 1973: 6) being 
deemed the most courteous medium of imperial communication, a herald one 
of the most offensive. From the stance of the emperor, conversely, the theatre 
and games had their own distinct advantages: they acted as foundries of 
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The 'masses' in Weber's political sociolo~ 25 5 

legitimation and self-aggrandizement; they functioned as a conduit of 
information relaying the crowd's mood, and as a safety valve of aggression: the 
'emperor who allowed the people to get away with murder in the theatre was 
seldom troubled by real plots' (Cameron 1973: 9); and they afforded the 
emperor with the golden opportunity to cultivate civilitas, that precious ability 

to behave in a natural unassuming way, as a citizen among his fellows. If an 
emporer could but master the popular touch, at the games he could be his 
own propaganda incarnate. The Roman people were in no doubt that 
monarchy was what they wanted, but they wanted a Republican monarch. 
(Cameron 1973: 10, emphasis in original) 

Had Weber examined more scrupulously the relation of rulers to the 
'broader dominion' of the ruled instead of concentrating virtually exclusively 
on the relation of leader to the 'elite central group' consisting of deputies and 
disciples (expressions in quotes from Elias 1983: 121-30); had he investigated 
thoroughly, in just one case, the manifold reciprocity of rule instead of 
restricting his comments to the merest generalities concerning the formal 
conditions of obedience and revolt; had he, in short, applied even the most 
elementary phenomenology to his sociology of charismatic domination, 
Weber would have discovered a 'mass' far removed from the crass emotional- 
ism-irrationality he took for granted (or from Le Bon). 

Of course, most sociologists would want to say that the 'initiating motives' 
(Milgram and Toch 1969: 577) fuelling the action of the crowd cannot be 
expected to provide us with an exhaustive or sufficient explanation of the 
conduct in question, though it would be a particularly arrogant social scientist 
who ignored the crowd's own explanation, which may be eminently reason- 
able, for its behaviour. Certainly, we require supplementary investigation to 
uncover structural causes of collective behaviour, be it riots or peaceful 
conduct, which its members may be unconscious of. But the point is that 
Weber provides neither phenomenology nor structural analysis of any mass 
political behaviour, unless the formalist remarks relating to the conditions of 
emotional receptivity to and rejection of the charismatic leader's demagogy 
are to count as the latter. Problematic also is: Weber's too-ready acceptance of 
Le Bon's view of crowd homogeneity (A. above) which is today, following the 
work of 'emergent norm' theorists (summarized in Milgram and Toch 1969) a 
subject of great contention; Weber's underestimation of the crowd's capacity 
to throw up leadership from within itself (contrast D. above with Rude 
1969: 20); while his comments on the rational, 'unorganized "mass" - the 
democracy of the streets' (C. above) is seriously misleading. IfWeber is saying 
that the crowd is unorganized in the sense of not being institutionalized then 
this is true by definition, though why this is irrational is puzzling. Presumably 
it is because of the consequences of this conduct such as myopia, homogeni- 
zation, spontaneity and so on but, as I have indicated, such research as we have 
on 'mass' conduct either refutes or heavily qualifies this picture. Or ifWeber is 
implying by his remarks that the mass lacks organization per se, and if by mass 
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he means crowd, then this is plainly false: the mass as crowd does possess its 
own structure, albeit of an informal and transient sort, a structure composed , 
of expectations and norms of conduct, which regulate, channel and direct its 
collective behaviour (cf. Lefebvre 1965: 182-90). 

Let me conclude this Section with a qualification and an observation. It is 
not part of my argument that the mass-crowd is governed by perfect 
rationality, whatever that might mean. Nor is it that crowds cannot behave 
irrationally in certain cases: again, depending on one's criteria, they may do. 
Still less do I intend to sentimentalize the crowd," for I have said nothing 
about those collective forms of action (e.g. mob lynchings, 'necklace' killings, 
football thuggery) which are plainly repugnant and horrific to civilized 
sensibilities. My examples have been selective, and are ones congenial to 
socialists. However it is easy to be sympathetic to the crowd when one is not 
the object of its depredations, a point that needs to be made uncompromis- 1 
ingly today when we think of the predicament of Salman Rushdie. My 
argument is only that the evidence on mass behaviour that is accessible to us 
overwhelmingly conflicts with Weber's formulations about it; that irrationality 
is a most unpromising concept to help us theorize such behaviour; and that if 
we are to explain collective action - rather than judge it - we need to focus 
primarily on its cultural context. 

And how does the previous analysis relate to Weber's theory of leader- 
democracy? The mass-crowd as assemblage is certainly a different collectivity 
from the mass as electorate, though in Weber's time, much more than in our 
own, electoral politics meant people gathering in work-places and at meetings 
to contest issues and interests. What is striking about Weber's account of the 
electorate, however, is how much it is presented in virtually identical terms to I 
that of the crowd, to 'the democracy of the streets'. We are told that the 
electorate is 'passive' (Weber 1970: 99 = 1958: 517). We are informed of its 
gullibility, its receptivity to 'demagogy' (Weber 1970: 106 = 1958: 523) and 
the 'emotional means' employed to persuade it. In fact Caesarism (leader- 
democracy) is directly likened to a ' "dictatorship resting on the exploitation of 
mass emotionality"' (Weber 1970: 107 = 1958: 525). The Caesarist leader, 
be s/he of the negative-Bismarckian or the positive-Anglo-Saxon type, is 
irreplaceable for the most part because of the emotional-irrational nature of 
the masses, a property that Weber accepts as a datum. Whether it exists in 
concourse or in loose aggregation the mass is irrational by virtue of its 
existence as mass or of the process of massing. 

My argument, to the contrary, has shown that in the form in which the mass I 
reveals itself most visibly and in which Weber's assertions about it should be 
triumphantly vindicated -that is, as crowd - the mass is a very different 
creature to the one disclosed in Weber's remarks. And in the form in which it 
reveals itself in elections we have no reason to think it behaves less rationally 
than Weber erroneously claims it does when constituted as a crowd. Once we 
explode Weber's premise of the irrational mass and are able to demonstrate 
that so-called mass conduct forms part of a total system of relationships - a 
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The 'masses' in Weber 's political sociology 25 7 

culture -which it both conditions and responds to, 'Caesarism' begins to lose 
its gloss of modern inevitability. Questions begin to be raised about the system 
and its possibilities for change, not about the mass as some given thing. And in 
this context leader-democracy in Weber's thought starts to look like a concept 
which only reveals a partial truth about modern politics, which it hypostatizes 
and employs in such a way as to effect a discursive closure on other political 
options. People are frequently manipulated, though they need not be with a 
more open and accountable political system. People do tend to wish for 
leadership, though leadership can be various and more or less democratically 
enabling. Parties do function habitually as mere power machines or leadership 
image makers, but they are also the vehicles of reform and could conceivably 
become the vectors of political education in the widest and most generous 
sense. Leader-democracy, in Weber's hands, extinguishes the alternatives 
which democratic theory and practice, not sharing Weber's negative view of 
popular culture and popular capacities, has always strained to establish. The 
task is massive and the current climate unfavourable to democracy's 
extension, economically and politically. But there is nothing in Weber's work 
to convince us that the task is hopeless and the goal absurd. 

4. Irrationality and the emotions 

At the beginning of this article I gave notice of my intention to criticize 
Weber's ideas regarding the irrational masses on both empirical and logical 
grounds. The first part of that task is now schematically complete. My next 
objective is to argue that Weber's view of mass irrationality, the consequence 
of'Massenemotionalitat', is also conceptually mistaken because it rests upon a 
false identification of irrationality and emotion. The identification is false 
because it supposes a gulf between reason and affectz0 which is signally 
implausible. And it is implausible on the following grounds. 

In the first place, emotions and reason are often to be found in alignment: 
they may coincide or coalesce. We feel sympathy for the long-term 
unemployed and anger about the starving because we know of the conditions 
they must endure. We fear proximity to a hammerhead shark because ofwhat 
we have learnt about the creature's human-eating proclivities. We 'ponder in 
our hearts' (to adapt an observation of Luke 2: 19 - describing Mary's 
consternation at the events surrounding the nativity) the matters that most 
concern us. In all these examples intellect and emotion lie in accord; put 
differently, there does not seem to be anything self-evidently irrational about 
the feelings just depicted. 

Second, our emotions may act as an incubator of surmise and theory, a point 
that comes across forcefully in an account of how Leopardi's unhappiness, the 
result of 'the experience of deformity and disease . . . (became) a formidable 
instrument of cognition' enabling the poet to arrive at the perception 'of the 
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258 Peter Baehr 

heavy weight of the determination exercised by nature over man' (Timpanaro 
1979: 35-6).2' 

Third, and related to this previous point, emotions and the intellect may be 
said to interact persuasively. Hence we are able to change our minds through 
our experiences and, though this may be less frequent and a more difficult 
process, alter our responses because of what we have come to know. It might 
happen, for example, that our resentment against an inflicted injustice leads us 
to suspect, when we hitherto had not, the scrupulousness of a law- 
enforcement agency. Conversely, less virulent forms of racism, say, are 
amenable to being combatted and overcome through the exposure of their 
false assumptions or disastrous consequences and the 'heart searching' this 
can trigger (though, just as often, one emotional state is superseded because of 
the jarring effect of another upon it (cf. Glover 1977: 26-35; Midgley 
198: 4-7, 76-102)). It is not being suggested for a moment that people can 
mechanically re-cast their feelings on the basis ofthe knowledge they possess, 
but personal change we know does occur. 

Next, emotional commitments may serve as the critical spur to the quest for 
knowledge and the pursuit of truth." Karl Popper (1976: 97) has said that 
'(w)ithout passion we can achieve nothing - certainly not in pure science. The 
phrase "the passion for truth" is no mere metaphor'. I find this convincing and 
believe it shows once more the completely artificial divide that some have 
erected in their dichotomization of reason and emotion. 

Fifth, and finally, modern psychology reveals that feeling is not merely a , 
reactive state, as Weber so often represents it, but part of a dynamic process of 
evaluation and assessment. This presumably is the meaning behind (the much 
maligned) Bowlby's remark that 'feeling is a phase of an appraisal process, in a 
way analoguous to that in which redness is a phrase of iron when heated' and 
his conclusion that 'Feeling, attention, and consciousness go together' 
(Bowlby 1971: 152-3).23 

Does this mean, then, that emotions can never be irrational? Not at all, 
though even here an important qualification is called for. Some emotions may 
indeed be considered irrational, perhaps intrinsically, if one is willing to 
employ the term 'irrationality' in Erich Fromm's sense to mean 'life- 
thwarting' (1977: 352-4). Hatred, unbridled jealousy or envy, uncontrollable 
malice are all self-destructive, even though these feelings may all be I 
explicable, as in the case of a Jew who hates Nazis, or that of a man who feels 
the most extreme jealousy when someone he desires desires someone else. 
However there are other emotions, and they form the bigger and more 
interesting category, which are only irrational contingently. Here one is 
thinking of the influence an emotion might have in determinate conditions, of 
that emotion's range of manifestations, its modes of exercise, and the 
consequences it gives rise to, some ofwhich might be irrational and others not; 
and where the word 'irrational' is used rather differently to the Frommian 
notion i.e. to refer to an example of conduct in which what the actor would 
otherwise know, through intellectual reflection, to be the appropriate sort of 
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The 'masses' in Weber's political sociology 259 

behaviour is overruled by a force which springs, directly or indirectly, from 
some emotional state or commitment. (Hatred, envy, jealousy can also 
function in this way, but the emotions one is now thinking of are not inherently 
self-destructive or 'life-thwarting'.) 

Love, for instance, is not irrational per se - far from it; but it can become so 
when it leads to self-deception and then we say that 'love is blind'. Devotion is 
not perforce irrational; but it can become so if it loses all justification. In both 
these cases, the adjective 'irrational' appears apposite because it describes a 
process or situation in which rationality is over-ridden, circumvented, 
ignored; in which an actor will not 'listen to reason'; in which the grounds for 
the emotional commitment seem misplaced through being overtaken, as it 
were, by events. On the other hand it seems plausible to say that human 
rationality asserts itself wherever an emotion is corrected through evidence 
that discloses the feeling in question to be 'unreasonable', that is, to rest upon 
a mistaken or inaccurate knowledge foundation, as when my 'passionate 
loyalty to the partisan leader suddenly cracks when I am convinced that his 
actions can only mean betrayal' (Williams 1973: 224)." Bernard Williams, 
reflecting on those instances when what we know or could choose to know is at 
loggerheads with what we feel and do, 'when considerations which show the 
emotion to be inappropriate fail to displace it', concludes that such behaviour 
is not rational because it is emotional; it is irrational because it exemplifies the 
workings of an irrational emotion. That observation is helpful, provided we 
remain clear of the distinction between what might be thought of as essentially 
irrational emotions, and those which are only irrational contingently, i.e. those 
which facilitate and prompt, and which may have occasion to eventuate 
(though do not of necessity eventuate) in conduct inimical to reasoned thought 
and behaviour. 

Irrationality is a valuable concept and it has not been my intention to deny its 
importance. My concern has only been to question Weber's use of it in the 
context of his political sociology. 

5 .  Conclusion 

The purpose of this essay has been to provide a detailed textual analysis of 
Weber's notion of the irrational masses, and to show that on both empirical 
and logical grounds Weber's view runs into major problems. Empirically his 
position can be questioned by showing that mass conduct is not intrinsically 
irrational but to the contrary possesses a number of features consistent with 
the formal constituents of 'social action' as the concept is enunciated in 
Economy and Society. And logically his position fails in the spurious identity it 
supposes between irrationality and emotionality, a supposition that underpins 
Weber's conception of mass conduct. T o  the extent that his concept of 
leader-democracy is based on a perspective that sociologically disenfranchises 
the masses, painting mass conduct as irrational, and which concludes that 
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because of this irrationality a far-reaching popular, participatory politics is 
impossible, Weber's concept is, I suggest, dubious in the extreme. And though i 

it is perfectly true that Weber's resignation to the oligarchic character of 
modern politics hinges on much more than the above, it seems to this author 
that the irrational masses notion is fundamental, the cornerstone of his 
argument. Leader-democracy (or Caesarism etc.) comes about because of the 
entry of the masses into politics, attendant upon revolution or/and the 
extension of the franchise and the related emergence of the modern party 
system. Leader-democracy is made necessary because of the nature of those 
masses. The  purely technical obstacles to participatory democracy that Weber 
mentions - size, complexity, heterogeneity of state and society - are actually 
secondary to his contentions about mass irrationality and dependent upon 
them since it is in good measure because the mass is irrational-emotional that 
those obstacles can never conceivably be overcome. 

I 
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Notes 

Versions of this article were read as seminar papers to the Department of Sociolog!, 
University of Edinburgh, and the Department of Sociology, Queen's Universi~, [ 
Kingston (Ontario). I am grateful for the comments made by those who were present, 
particularly the contributions of Richard Bellamy and Frank Pearce. 
1 It is instructive to contrast Weber's profession to be a 'resolute follower of 
democratic institutions' (1970: 370; no German equivalent) with Weber 1958: 489 
and Marianne Weber 1970: 653, where democracy amounts to little more than the 
subjection of the masses to leaders the former have themselves chosen. 
2 Weber's comment on the mass 'as such' actually appears to infract one of his own 
methodological strictures against reifjing collective concepts which, he once said, 
'have particularly unwholesome effects' when 'taken from the language of everyday 
life'. Normally, Weber insits on decomposing collective concepts into the constituent 
phenomenal elements to which they supposedly refer as, for instance, in the case of the 
expression 'interests of agriculture' which Weber breaks down into 'the countless 
conflicts of interest taking place among the cattle breeders . . . , grain growers, corn 
consumers, corn-using, whiskey-distilling farmers' and so on (both quotes from ; 
Weber 1949: 108 = 1951: 210). However the mass 'as such' is a collective concept of 
the crassest kind. Charitably it might be said that the reference to the mass 'as such' 
does not come from a self-consciously sociological context but from a political one and 
hence firm methodological prescriptions do not apply. And yet if the expression is to 
have anything more than merely polemic charge, if it is intended to denote some 
empirical, social reality, then it seems reasonable to demand on grounds of consistency 
that it conforms to Weber's own prescriptions regarding how social reality is to be 
conceptualized. See also Weber 1972: 219 = 1924: 518 where Weber speaks in the 
most cavalier way of the 'interests' of Germany, and compare this with his remarks in 
Weber 1949: 109-10 = 1951: 211-12 on 'state-interests'. 
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3 Cf. Williams 1976: 159. On other meanings of 'mass' in Weber see Beetham 
1985: 103. 
4 The  German 'Irrationalitat' is more ambiguous than its nearest English equivalent 
(irrationality). In German it is possible for 'Irrationalitat' to encompass either conduct 
which is markedly anti-rational (the usual English sense), or conduct which is neutral 
in respect to rationality (rendered by the English expression 'non-rational') or some 
mixture of both. In principle, Weber could have been using the idea of non-rationality 
when he describes mass behaviour. The contexts reveal otherwise. Where Weber 
chooses to discuss the issue of the masses he seeks constantly to impugn their reasoning 
ability. Hence the English irrationality, with its negative insinuations, is a perfectly 
appropriate translation of Weber's 'Irrationalitat'. 
5 Jon Elster takes as his model of contradictory desires the case of the slave-owner in 
Hegel's Phenonlenology of Spirit. The  contradiction within the slave-owner's mind is to 
want something contradictory, 'unilateral recognition'. And this is contradictory, and 
irrational, because 'You cannot force someone to respect you, even though you can try 
to do so. The  master would like to have both the satisfaction deriving from the 
recognition accorded to him by the slave and the satisfaction deriving from his absolute 
power over the slave' (1978: 72). 
6 We can take self-deception (a belief and a project) as an example here. 'The 
paradigmatic case is the dictator telling his underlings "I do not want to know the 
details": even though he does know that there are unsavoury details to be known, the 
lack of specific knowledge permits him to say to himself and to others that he has no 
knowledge of such things occurring' (Elster 1979: 178). 
7 See Weber 1930: 26, 70-1, 78 and esp. 194, n.9: 'A thing is never irrational in 
itself, but only from a particular rational point of view. For the unbeliever every 
religious way of life is irrational, for the hedonist every ascetic standard, no matter 
whether, measured with respect of its particular basic values, that opposing asceticism 
is a rationalisation' = 1920: ll ,54-5,62,35, n.1. 
8 Elsewhere, writing of the members of the Berlin and Munich gmernments, Weber 
remarked: 'You can work with the people as individuals, but as a mass they are stupid, 
as always' (Letter to Mina Tobler of 29 November 1918, quoted in Mommsen 
1984  297). 
9 Weber's earlier (1906) opinion of the masses under Social Democratic leadership 
was in essentials no different. See his comments in 'Zur Lage der biirgerlichen 
Demokratie in Russland' (1971: 65) on the masses' 'emotional hysteria' the conse- 
quence of which was to militate against sound economic and political thought and 
action. 

Evidently Weber believed that his own disdain for the masses was shared by Mam. 
Of Marx he wrote: 'Ruler by nature with unlimited personal ambition and without 
compassion. Belief in his mission for domination of minds. This, and not rule of the 
masses, was in fact his goal. Contempt for his associates and the masses', emphasis in 
original (notes of Weber, quoted in Mommsen 1984: 131, n.163). See also ibid: 278 
for Weber's view of mass movements. 
10 Weber's contention that irrationality is caused by the emotions is examined below. 
In the meantime see 1978: 6 = 1964: 5. 
11 Weber 1978: 243 = 1964: 180. Note that a concomitant of being part of a 
charismatic leader's close following is rational and moral degradation. The followers 
that make up the party machine, for instance, succumb to 'soullessness' and 
'intellectual proletarianisation' while their motives, when not ruled by ecstasy are 'if 
viewed ethically. . . predominantly base' (Weber 1970: 113, 125 = 1958: 532, 544). 
(The comment about baseness occurs specifically in the context of the human 
'machine' required by 'the crusader', rather than that of the more conventional party 
machine. There is no reason to think, however, that Weber saw any significant 
difference in the moral and intellectual status of the followers of both.) 
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12 Which is not to say that Tilly's analysis is uncritical ofWeber. It is critical, but says 
nothing about Weber's perception ofcrowd behaviour as irrational. Tilly actually men- 
tions Weber as a founding father of a tradition which opposes the 'irrational' collecti- 
vity thesis, but in fact no such theoretical paternity can be demonstrated. 
13 E.g. Weber 1978: 6 = 1964: 5; 'The more we ourselves are susceptible to such 
emotional reactions as anxiety, anger, ambition, envy, jealously, love, enthusiasm, 
pride, vengefulness, loyalty, devotion, and appetites of all sorts, and to the "irrational" 
conduct which grows out of them, the more readily can we empathise with them'. Also 
1978: 656 = 1964: 507, emphasis omitted: 'Lawmaking and lawfinding are substan- 
tively irrational. . . to the extent that decision is influenced by concrete factors of the 
particular case as evaluated upon an ethical, emotional, or political basis rather than by 
general norms'. And the 'irrational emotional factors' elision in Weber 1978: 1150 = 
1964: 868. Finally, the comments in Weber 1975: 159 and 1949: 125 = 1951: 100, 
227. 
14 Cf. the comments of J. Viertel in his translation of the Frankfurt Institute for 
Social Research 1973: 82, n. 3. 
15 The concept of moral economy is applied to the South Indian crowd in Arnold 
1979: 114. . . . . . - . . . 
16 In a companion article Thompson expands upon the complex interdependency of 
genteel (patrician) and plebeian culture, the 'field of force' in whose tensions and pull 
both gentry and the poor lived out their struggles and cooperation: the 'price which 
aristocracy and gentry paid for a limited monarchy and a weak State was, perforce, the 
license of the crowd. This is the central structural context of the reciprocity of relations 
between rulers and ruled' 1974: 403. 
17 Other studies of crowd behaviour have indicated that violence is predominantly 
aimed at property rather than person: see, inter alia, RudC 1969: 27; Abrahamian 
1968: 208; Arnold 1979: 126. 
18 Thompson extends his argument in Thompson 1978: 144 ff. 
19 Which seems to me to be the mistake of Pearson: 1978. 
20 According to Turner 1981: 158 'Weber accepts the Kantian dichotomy of reason 
and emotion'. 
21 Also pp. 34-35: 'It was not primarily in response to a logical line of argument that 
Leopardi arrived at a conception of Nature as a force of evil, but under the impact of 
concrete experiences that were themselves new in kind, and resisted systematisation 
within the framework of "historical pessimism". These consisted in a deterioration of 
his state of health (in the spring of 1819) and in an accentuated sense of unhappiness he 
had felt even before that date on account of his physical deformity'. 
22 It will also be obvious that feelings may be the spur to rational practical action. The 
indignation Bob Geldof expressed at the social and political policies that allow famine 
in Africa was not only perfectly rational (justifiable) but actually led to practical inter- 
vention that was rational too, if by rational one means 'any thought, feeling or act that 1 
promotes the adequate functioning of the whole ofwhich it is part' (Fromm 1977: 353) 
and if one sees the starving as 'part' of the human species as any sane person must. 
23 The view of the complementarity of reason and emotion defended here contrasts 
with the theory, popularized by Koestler (e.g. 1978), that posits a 'chronic conflict be- 
tween rational thought and irrational beliefs' (p. l l ) .  Koestler's position on reason and 
emotion rests upon his analysis of the 'schizophysiological' asymmetry between on the 
one hand the archaic part of the human brain, i.e. the limbic system 'concerned with 
instinctive and emotional behaviour', and on the other hand the neocortex 'which en- 
dowed man with language, logic and symbolic thought', and which developed rapidly 
over the last half million years. The new brain was not an evolutionary transformation 
of the old but a superimposition on it. The lack of integration 'gave rise to a mentally 
unbalanced species in which old brain and new brain, emotion and intellect, faith and 
reason, were at loggerheads', (pp. 9-10). 
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The neurological facts of the case regarding an old and a new brain are not 
something a social theorist will want lightly to discount. But the inferences that are 
drawn from such facts by Koestler seem to me dubious since, as already shown, there 
are many situations in which emotion and reason are playing in harmony. One also 
distrusts an analysis which, claiming to be scientific, regurgitates an old prejudice. For 
Koestler, 'the group-mind is dominated by a system of beliefs, traditions, moral 
imperatives, with a high emotive potential regardless of its rational content; and quite 
frequently its explosive power is enhanced by its very irrationality . . . (T)he 
group-mind must function on an intellectual level accessible to all it members: 
single-mindedness must be simple-minded. The overall result of this is the 
rnhancement of the emotional dynamics of the group and simultaneous reduction of its 
intellectual faculties' (pp. 95-5, emphasis in original). 
24 Williams's argument complements that of Bowlby since the former is also keen to 
demonstrate the dual nature of emotions: emotions are not just 'states to which we are 
subject' but are also 'productive of action' (1973: 223). 
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